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We prove ratio limit theorems for critical andi supercritical branching Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
processes. A finite first moment of the offspring distribution {p,} assures convergence in probability 
for supercritical processes and conditional convergence in probability for critical processes. if 
even C p,n Eog+ log’ n C 00, then almost sure convergence obtains in the supercritical case. 
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ntrodwtion 
We consider Markov branching processes, in which the particles move on the 
real line according to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck diffusion. The spectral properties of 
the moment semigroup relevant for the asymptotic behaviour put the process into 
an intermediate position between branching diffusions on bounded domains [3] 
and other branching diffusions on unbounded domains, such as branching Brownian 
motion [6]. On the one hand, the spectral radius is a proper simple eigenvalue, 
which leads one to expect a simi3ar limiting behaviour as for bounde:l domains. 
On the other hand, the moment se igroup is not uniformly primitive, which 
the theory developed for bounded domains inapplicable. 
We shall prove limit theorems for t I~ number of parkles In a given 
ore1 set to the total number of p any instant. For convergence in 
probability in the supercritical case and conditional conve 
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SUppOX to be given an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, i.e., a di&sion on the real 
line with transition function 
@J~(x, B) = [27&( 1 =-e “‘)] ‘I2 
J 
exp{- (y - x e- y’)2/2&l - e-2vr)} dy, 
B 
Ial, x E N-3, B E 2, -U the Bore1 algebra, 
o<ycq o<cr*<oo. 
) be a (constant) termination density for this process and v = (p,&++ 
the (space-independent) offspring distribution of a Rienaym&Galton-Watson 
process, 
m := i np, cm. 
n=l 
AS known from general existence theorems for Markov branching processes [5] 
_ ese parameters determine a right-continuous trong Markov branching process, 
nstrueted according to the following intuitive picture: Each particle moves 
in~je~end~~ntsy of the others according to the given diffusion, is stopped with 
termination density k, and upon being stopped is instantaneously replaced at its 
i!osition by rr new particles with probability pn. Note that we admit n = 0. The 
process is conservative on the set of finite populations. For simplicity we assume 
if to start at time t = 0 with one particle at position ~0. 
he number of particles with positions in B E S at time t 2: 0, and 
otice tb3t the process {Z,} is equivalent to the ordinary one-type 
g process determined by (k, rr). We are interested in the behaviour 
Let E :== {hm,,, ZJ = 0) be the set of extinction, I? its complement, :md I the 
indicator function of sets. Define 
J'B 
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then for all B E k! &k lMl= 0 
lim IZ,(B)/Z, - Q(B)/ = 0 a.s. 01-1 EC. 
r+cn 
As is known from the theory of supercritical one-type processes (1~ m < a), 
there exist a random variable W with (W<a3)=1, and a 
sequence (y ) t rzo OF normalizing constants uch that 
lim ~~2~ = W a.s. 
r+cx3 
More precisely, yt = L(p-‘)p-‘, L slowly varying at 0, 
P :-+ E z1 = ek(m-l), 
where L = con& > 0 if ;and only if CT=, pnr~ log n <: 00 (cf. [8, 41). 
Corollary 2. If m > 1, then for all B E 2 and P > 0 
lim P(!y,Z,(B) - a(B) WI > E) = 0, 
t-00 
and, if in addition (2.1 j is satisfied, then for nil R E 2 with laBI= 0, 
lim ly,Zl(B) - G(B) W I= 0 a.s. I-PC0 
emark. The reader might recall at this point that Watanabe’s approach to limit 
theorems for superctitic’al branching diffusions [ 101 not only requires a full spectral 
representation for the moment semigroup but also depends on the assumption of 
finite second moments. 
Next we turn FO critical processes. 
eorem 3. If m := 1, then 
(IZ,(B)/Z,-~(B)I>ir)Z,>O)=O 
f-+!.xj 
(2 2) 
forallBECand&>O. 
if there exists no norm 
the case if p 
wit L slowly varyin 
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However, if either 0 < p < m, or p = 00 with (pS} satisfying (2.3), then 
(z,>(j)= (@) ‘, w/L cm, E, = 
t - ““I”, P = 00 A (2.3), 
L* slowly varying at 00, and 
I 
&l-!-s)-‘, OC#.Lc~, 
e -,+’ W(A) = 
1 - s( 1 +s~)-“~, p = 00 A (2.3), 
see, e.g., [2] for the first case and [ 1 I.] for the second. 
If m = 1 and either O<p ~00, orp = 00 with (I;),.) satisfying (2.3), then 
CE~z~(B)~A)Z;>0)=F(A/~(B)), A 30, 
with -2 0. 
Wi’rhout loss of 
representation 
generality we assume the sample space big enough to allow the 
where ,Z$ (B) is the number of particles at time t + S, which have positions in 18 
and descended from the jth particle present at t. On {Z,+, >I)} we have 
Z,+,(B),fZ,,, - a(B) = (Zr/Zr+s)(Ar,s +p%,s) + Wt,%+s)~” - l)@(B), 
A., := Z’ % [zi,AB)- 
j=l 
(3.1) 
B,S := 2,’ fj [Qa,(xj, B)- G(B)], 
j=l 
re is the positron of the jth particle present at t, and 3, is the u-algebra 
by(Z,(B); sq E&l!}, ~4. 
ere exist c > 0 and a distribution function , concentrated 
on the posititle reals and with finite expectation, such that 
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roof. For 1 s~=sZ~ and A 20 
(p;,S (Is) - p%qxj, 63)1> A I&) s (z,+p’>A)=: l-Q(A); 
I 
Q) 
A dQ(A)=2pS<a. 
0 
Since the Zi,, are independent conditioned on &, (3.2) follows by [6, Lemma 11, 
which is a corollary of [7, Theorem 3.11. 
It has become a standard procedure, when proving limit theorems for supercritical 
branching processes, to work with a suitable decomposition such as (3.1) and an 
estimate like (3.2). Mere we shall use this tool in the critical case as well. 
The next auxiliary result concerns the supercntical case only. Define 
Lemma 6. If m > 1 and (2.1) is satisfied, then 
lim sup 2,: Y,~ <I 00 as. on EC for any S > 0. (3.3) 
n-m 
Proof. Without loss of generality S = 1. Setting q := p-l E(ylI& = I, YO = (I), it 
suffices to show that 
lim sup JZ’ [y,+~ - e-‘y,p] S 7jp a.s. on E’. (3.4) 
n-oo 
In fact, it foflows from (3.4) and lim,,, Z,‘.Z,+, = p as on E” that 
lim sup [ZiLyn+~ -Z,'y, e-“1s q as. on EC, 
n-m 
and this implies (3.3). 
To prove (3.4), set Z$, := Z’,,J(& sZ,), let x$ be the position of the Ith 
descendant at time n + “, of the jth particle at time n, a.nd notice that 
z1 hlYn+l - eeYynp] - rp s a,, + b, + Cn + 41, 
an := 2,’ ? 7’ Ix;& E -XI, e-’ j=l I=1 11 - rlP9 
h-l := z,’ 3 1x;/ e-y[z:,l -z:, I, 
j=l 
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Since the conditional distribution of x2.j 1.~ if1 - xk e-‘I, given gn, does not depend 
on xl,, iit follows as in the proof of Lemma 5 that linn,,,, a,, = 0 a.s. on EC. 
On EC, as fl + cm, Zn -+ 063 a.s. with ZnlZ,l+ 1 + p’ > 1, so that Zn is eventually 
strictly Encreasing and supn E Cr <a as. Hence, if A 2 1 and N 
denotes the largest integer for which ZN s A, 
J 
~32 
6 1 Z,,,r(z, GA <m)d a.s. on EC, 
0 n=l 
and by the conditional Rorel-Cantelli lemma lim,,, 6, = 8) a.s. on EC. 
When estiinating c,, we shall need that, for eventually all n, 
7 . 
2,’ f (xj,)*c4cr* log II a.s. on EC. 
j=l 
This inequality f okws by application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma from 
and the fact that for some finite C7, C4, Cs and A4 sufficiently large 
7 -n 
2,’ c (x;)*I((x;)* 2 30* log n) s 
;=1 3 
J 
m 
sc3+c4 1 
n *M (30’ log n)“2 
x2 exp{- (X - 1x01 e-y”)2/2a2} dx 
s C3 + Cs C (log n)2n-3’2 < 00. 
n%M 
Using (3.6) gives 
* GC~;+4rr e -*’ g IognZ,” 
n=2 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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with some a.s. finite Cb. F4ow 
log Zn 2 C7y2 > 0 a.s. on EC (3.7) 
for some a.s. finite C7 and all sufficiently large n. For all sufficiently large A select 
N E N such that 2, c A G ZN+r for all yt G N. Then 
; A2 log nZ,lI(A sZn) s 
n=2 
GA*&& 1ogN 2 log(N+n)Z~l+~z~+l(logN)-‘. 
n=l 
Since Z,,&’ + p, as ra -, 00, the sum is bounded uniformly in N > 1. Hence, by 
(3.7), 
f A * log nZ,V(A c &) G CgA log’ log’ A + C,, (3.8) 
n=l 
so that 
n=l 
<W as. on EC 
and thus by the conditional Borel-Cantelh lemma lim,,, cn = 0 as. on EC. Here 
vve have used the fact that (2.1) implies z1 log+ log’ 2, < 00 (cf. [2, p. 153-J). 
Similarly as (3.6) we get 
lim sup Zily, < 4a2 log Iv1 
n+oO 
and hence, by (3.7) and (2.1), 
ld,l=Z,’ lx;1 e-” &z;,* -zky, I&) 
J 
a3 
s Cl0 A log+ log+ A d a.s. on EC, 
Z” 
as n + 00. This concludes the proof. 
We split the proof of Theorem 1 into three 
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roof. On EC we have 2, + c~i, as t + 00. By (3.2) for every N > 0 
SC1 J A do(A) -I- c$J21Z + J h dQ(M, z h' 
so that 
lim P(P(E’)(A,,I > E) = 0, E >O. r-a; 
Fwrthermore, 
s wp I&(x, B) - @(B)1+ s -‘E lI(E’));,/Zk 
XE(-s.F) 
Iim sup E Iu”)~JZ~~ 5 (2~2/d’2, 
f--Pa.! 
so that 
lim lim sup P(I(E’)IB,,I > E) = 0. 
S-+00 r+co 
FIna]ly, Zt+,/Zt+pF as. on EC, as f-+0& 
Proposition 8. lj’m > 1. and (2.1) is satisfied, then for every B E 2 and S > 0 
kim IZ,JB)/Z,z~ - G(B)1 = 0 a.s. on EC. (4.11) 
N3n-*co 
roof. Without loss of generality 6 = 1 Similarly as (3.8), 
$ h22’,‘1(O<h <Zn)5x11+AC12, (4.2) 
n=l 
with as. finite C 11, C12. From (3.2) by (3.5) and (4.2) we have 
n=l 
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Hence, A,,, + 0 c ,s. OI-I EC, as n + 00, I 2 1 fixed. Furthermore, 
IBn,ll s sup jG+(x, B) - G(B)/ +Z,‘y,l-’ a.s., 
XE(-I.0 
so that, by Lemma 6, 
lim lim sup l&l = 0 as. 
l-+00 n-+m 
Proposition 9, Suppose m > 1, take B E 2 with laBI= 0, and 1~ (4.1) be satisfied. 
Then 
lim (Z,(B)/ZJ = G(B) a.s. on EC. c+aJ 
roof. Arguments similar to the following have been used in various settings (see, 
e.g., [6, 31). The present case turns out to be comparatively simple. Assume for 
the moment that B is bounded, laBI= 0, and define 
B’ :={xEB: $f&yl>e), E>O, 
yi,,,, := I(& (B) > 0 v s E [O, S]), s z 0. 
Then, for t E [n& (n + l)S], 
?h5 
“cy 
i 
n.8 a.s. on EC, 
j=l 
Since Zns,Qn+l)~ +P-’ < 1 and thus XT=r z,_,’ <CO a.s. on EC, it follows that 
Him inF Z,-,’ 
Z,,,(Rt’) 
( U~,S 1 iM a-s. on EC. 
n+W 
If {&} is the underlying (unstoppe > Ornstein-Uhlenbeck di 
U% 1;2;& semk” 
so that 
lim inf (Z#3)/2,) 2 
1+00 
2e -kmS SE[O, S]l&,=x) 
XEBP 
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First let 6 + 0, recalling that we have assumed 6’; to be bounded, then let E --) 0, 
ming !dB] = 0. This yields 
hm inf (Z,(B)/Z,) 2 @(B) a.s. on EC. f-*X) 
Obviously, (4.3) remains valid for unbounded B, since we can approximate B by 
an increasing sequence of bounded sets Bl with f&&I = 0 and liml,, @(RI) = G(B). 
Finally replacing B by B’ in (4.3), we get 
lim sup (Z,(B)/Z) c Q(B), 
f-+00 
and the proof is complete. 
roof of Theorem 2. We again employ (3.1). Using I ,emma 5, 
~P(&<.N~2~~0)+c sup 
n=N tJ 
03 
A da’(h)+ n (h2i’n) dQW 9 
n J 0 1 
J 
n 
J 
I 
J 
x3 
(h*/n)dQ(A)c (h*ln)dQ(h9+ A. dQ(A), 
0 0 1 
(4.4) 
and for every S > 0 we can choose I and 120 such that each of the integrals on the 
right-hand side of (4.4) is smaller than S/2 for all n 2 no. Noting further that 
P(Z+N]Z,>O)+O, as t --, a, N > 0 (cf. [1]), we have 
lim P([A,,I>E /Z,>O)=O, E >O. 
I+= 
Setting B = IR in A,, leads to 
Next we have 
IBi.SI -C sup I@&, B) - Q(B)1 +ZJ(-s, s)‘j/Z, a.s. on EC. (4.5) 
XGl--s.r) 
Since (2X(-s, s,‘/Z, lZt > 0) = @(x0, (---s, s)‘)+ @((--s, $), f+ 00, and both 
@(C-s, s)‘) and the first term on the right-hand side of (4.5) tend to 0, as s -00, it 
follows by Chebychev’s inequality that 
(Zi>O)-4, as 1’400, s>O. 
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Note 8 
In the meantime iirlc: iog log-condition for a.s. convergence in the supercriiical case 
has been eliminated by a slight modification of the argument given here (c.f. Asmussen 
and Hering, “Branching ,processes”, to appear). 
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